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Dear members of ICOPE 
 
Inside this newsletter you will find an update regarding the 
AGM, news from Committee members and details of 
upcoming Conferences and Resources. 
 
The next newsletter will be sent in early 2018 and I look 
forward to receiving your contributions. Please send details of relevant events and resources for the 
next newsletter to me by 30 December 
Jacqui Taylor (Newsletter Editor) jtaylor@bournemouth.ac.uk 
 
 
 
 

NEWS FROM THE COMMITTEE 
 

ICOPE Inc. Committee Details: 
 
President:    Mohammad Rahman (University of Dhaka, Bangladesh) 
Vice-President:    Jacqui Taylor (Bournemouth University, UK) 
Secretary and Public Officer:  Jacquelyn Cranney (UNSW, Australia) 
Treasurer:    Lucy Zinkiewicz (Deakin University, Australia) 
Elected members:  Victor Karandashev (Aquinas College, USA) 

Steve Charlton (Douglas College, Canada) 
Grant Rich (Consulting Psychologist, Juneau, Alaska, USA) 
Luis Alfredo Padilla López (Universidad Autónoma de Baja 
California, Mexico) 
 

 

Updates from the AGM and Committee Meetings 

The AGM was held via Skype on September 15, during the OZPLAT Conference Brisbane at 
2200hours Australia time and various times around the world!  In response to our call for 
Expressions of Interest from members from non-English-speaking countries, Dr Luis Alfredo Padilla 
López contacted the committee and was duly co-opted at the AGM. The main two items of 
discussion were the preparation of the book for publication and the ICOPE Conference (details 
below). It was agreed that Grant Rich will take over the editing of the book. Dr Julie Hulme has 
stood down from the committee; thanks are expressed for all of her work over the past few years. 

If any members are interested in joining an ICOPE symposium being planned to take place at the 
International Congress of Applied Psychology in Montreal (www.icap2018.com), please contact 
Jacky Cranney (j.cranney@unsw.edu.au) by 20 November. 
 
 

mailto:jtaylor@bournemouth.ac.uk
http://www.icap2018.com/


The Committee are very sad to announce the loss of two of our committee members 
 
An Obituary for Professor Sherri McCarthy from Prof. Victor Karandashev 
Dear ICOPE colleagues, our dearest friend and colleague Sherri McCarthy passed away on October 
2, 2017 because of a tragic accident. It is hard to believe, difficult to accept this terrible fact, and 
impossible to imagine the world of international psychology education without her. She has been 
Professor of Educational Psychology, Counselling & Human Relations at Northern Arizona 
University-Yuma for many years. She has been a great enthusiast of internationalization of 
psychology and psychology education and she made tremendous efforts to network psychology 
educators around the world.  She was a leader and co-founder of ICOPE (International Council of 
Psychology Educators) at the beginning of 2000s. She and I worked together to lead the inception of 
the first International Conference on Psychology Education, which was held in St. Petersburg, 
Russia, in 2002. That inaugural conference was followed by the series of ICOPE conferences that 
took place every two years in different parts of the world. The last one she wonderfully co-
orchestrated in her home university, Northern Arizona University, in Flagstaff, in August of 2014. 
Over the years, Sherri became a very good accomplice and the dearest friend of many psychology 
educators around the world. Starting as the pioneers in the field, we have worked together for the 
promotion of international psychology education through continuing series of international teaching 
of psychology conferences and many publications. Her enthusiastic editorial leadership produced 
three impressive volumes Teaching of Psychology around the World (published by Cambridge 
Scholars) as the most comprehensive review of international practices in psychology teaching from a 
truly global perspective. She was extremely energetic and productive in her efforts to reach all 
continents, helping to promote international sharing in psychology. She has multiple international 
colleagues and friends all over the world who are very grateful for the years of friendship and 
productive collaboration with her.  Sherri was a real citizen of the world and a person generous in all 
regards, in friendship and collaboration. The world will never be the same without her. I express my 
condolences to all of us in the circle of Psychology Educators.   
 
An Obituary for Professor Sarlito Wirawan Sarwono from Dr Julia Suleeman 
Sarlito Wirawan Sarwono suffered polio when he was a young boy. Instead of feeling sorry for himself, 
he chose  to work hard, feel positive about himself, and be optimistic for a bright future. Overcoming 
difficulties, including suffering and pain, became one of his life principles. ‘Dare to be different’ and 
‘be productive toward the advancement of human wellbeing’ were his other principles.  As one among 
the first generation of psychologists in Indonesia, Sarlito’s contribution have been very significant. 
His networking with the Indonesian Police Department resulted in (a) the requirement that police 
officers learn psychology for two semesters before they could get promoted and (b) studies on 
terrorism and Indonesian terrorists. Books he wrote include not only psychological textbooks such as 
General Psychology, Psychology of Adolescents, and Social Psychology, but also books on popular 
issues such as  sexual behavioral norms, and family, community and environmental issues. He was one 
of the founders of the Asian Psychological Association (APsyA), a member of the Board of Directors 
of the International Association of Applied Psychology (IAAP) (2008-2010), and was involved in the 
American Psychological Association (APA), International Council of Psychologists (ICP), and Society 
of Psychological Studies on Social Issues (SPSSI). He was also a member of the ICOPE Committee. 
Sarlito’s contribution is indicated by several awards he received, for example, “Most Dedicated 
Psychologist” from the ICP (2012), “Outstanding International Psychologist” APA Division 52 
(2013), and “Distinguished Contribution For Psychology Development  in South East Asia”. The 
award he most appreciated was Lifetime Achievement from the Indonesian Social Psychology 
Association in November 3, 2016, 10 days before he died. He is survived by wife Pratiwi, four children 
and seven grandchildren. We will always remember Sarlito as a happy person who enjoyed making 
other people happy and content with themselves.  



ICOPE Conference - Call for Papers 
 

We invite you to submit an abstract for presentation at our next conference to be held at Dhaka 
University, Bangladesh 15th-18th February 2018.  
The conference is being organised by ICOPE Chair Dr. Mohammad Mahmudur Rahman 
mahmudrahman@yahoo.com; prof.dr.mahmudrahman@gmail.com Phone: +88-01819-243979. 
**Please send an abstract (word limit = 250 words) by 30 November 2017.  Full details contained in 
the flyer at the end of this newsletter – please circulate this to colleagues. 

 
 

Conference Reviews 
 
Vancouver International Conference on the Teaching of Psychology from Dr Steve Charlton 
 
The 6th Vancouver International Conference on the Teaching of Psychology (VICTOP) organised by 
Dr Steve Charlton took place at the Coast Plaza Hotel from July 27-29th, 2017 and covered a wide 
range of issues related to the teaching of psychology. It was attended by approximately 200 
university and college instructors of psychology from 13 countries who enthusiastically exchanged 
perspectives and explored new ideas with colleagues from around the world. In all there were 71 
talks, a poster session and a participant idea exchange that included topics such as classroom 
demonstrations, new teaching methods, recent advances in specialized areas of psychology, and 
issues of assessment.  Elizabeth Loftus, David Myers and Jacquelyn Cranney were the keynote 
speakers and Sue Frantz, Doris Vasconcellos-Bernstein, and Anthony Barnhart were invited 
speakers.  As usual the social event on the final night was spectacular on the 35th floor overlooking 
the ocean, mountains, sunset and a major international fireworks display.    http://www.kpu.ca/victop 
 
EUROPLAT European Psychology Teaching and Learning Conference from Dr Jacqui Taylor 
 
The European Psychology Teaching and Learning Conference took place in the beautiful city of 
Salzburg, Austria from 18th – 20th September.  The main theme of the conference was ‘Evidence-
based Improvement of Learning and Teaching of Psychology’ and the presentations and posters 
covered research from all sub-disciplines psychology teaching.  The conference was attended by 130 
delegates from across Europe, but also from the USA and Japan. There were two excellent keynote 
talks. The first keynote from Professor Doug Bernstein discussed the effectiveness of active learning 
and the second keynote from Professor Paul Kirschner critically evaluated ten educational urban 
legends.  The Austrian hospitality was wonderful and included a Mozart recital opening the 
conference, a guided walk around the historical ‘Mozart-City’, and a conference dinner at the 
Hubertushof Anif, nestled at the foot of the Untersberg mountain and accompanied by traditional 
Austrian music.  The program can be found here http://europlat.sbg.ac.at/program.html 
 
Australian Psychology Learning and Teaching Conference (AusPLAT) from Dr Lucy Zinkiewicz 
 
Over the weekend of September 15-17, I was lucky enough to attend the inaugural Australian 
Psychology Learning and Teaching Conference, run by the Australian Psychological Society's 
Psychology Education Interest Group at the lovely green campus of the University of Southern 
Queensland, Ipswich (near Brisbane). The conference was attended by about 60 university teaching 
staff and secondary school teachers of psychology from around Australia, who enjoyed a range of 
keynote talks, forums, workshops, research papers, and posters, not to mention a very sociable and 
well-lubricated Welcome Drinks event on the Friday night. Keynote speakers were award-winning 
teachers and scholars in psychology learning and teaching. Lorelle Burton, from USQ, opened the 
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conference with a thought-provoking presentation on what is unique about Australian psychology, 
while Jacky Cranney, from UNSW, discussed the future of psychological literacy, and Jaclyn 
Broadbent from Deakin University demonstrated ways of using digital technologies to enhance 
psychology teaching. Sue Frantz, incoming President of the Society for Teaching of Psychology, 
presenting a hilarious interactive workshop on essential tools for teaching psychology -- I know I 
came away with a list of free (!!!) apps that will make my life as an academic much easier. The 
technologies theme was one of several running through the conference, with a number of papers 
relating to the use of technology and online teaching in psychology, while other foci included work-
integrated learning and employability, postgraduate training, and psychology education in secondary 
schools. As an ICOPE and (UK) PLAT veteran I'm used to how enjoyable it is to attend a conference 
focused proudly on teaching and learning in psychology, but for many other attendees this was their 
first such conference, so during our well-catered lunches and tea breaks I got used to hearing about 
how enjoyable and useful the event was, and how much people hoped the conference would continue 
so others could take advantage of it. Well, it will be - at the AGM for the Psychology Education 
Interest Group staff at a number of universities, particularly in Victoria, expressed an interest in 
hosting a conference in 2019 - though this time not having it clash with EuroPLAT or any other 
psych teaching and learning conference! I look forward to attending that event. The program and 
abstracts for AusPLAT 2017 are available at 
www.dropbox.com/preview/AusPLaT/AUSPLAT%20PROGRAM%20AND%20ABSTRACTS.pdf 
 
If you have attended any relevant conferences, please email me your review. 
 

CONFERENCES OF INTEREST TO PSYCHOLOGY EDUCATORS 
 
2017 
 
October 20 – 21 
STP 16th Annual Conference on Teaching (ACT) 
San Antonio, Texas 
 
2018 
 
January 3 - 6 
40th Annual National Institute on the Teaching of Psychology (NITOP) 
Trade Winds Island Grand Resort, St. Petes Beach, Florida     https://www.nitop.org/ 
 
February 15 - 18 
ICOPE Conference, Dhaka University, Bangladesh  
 
April 13 - 14 
European Federation of Psychology Teachers Associations (EFPTA), Reykjavik, Iceland 
www.efpta.org/home/index.asp?sid=4 
 
April 25 - 29 
Western Psychological Association, (first day is Teaching Pre-conference), Portland, Oregon, USA 
http://westernpsych.org/convention/ 
 
May 24 - 27 
APS Convention, San Francisco, California 
https://www.psychologicalscience.org/conventions/annual 

http://www.dropbox.com/preview/AusPLaT/AUSPLAT%20PROGRAM%20AND%20ABSTRACTS.pdf
https://www.nitop.org/
http://www.efpta.org/home/index.asp?sid=4
http://westernpsych.org/convention/


 
June 6 - 7  
Division of Academics, Researchers and Teachers in Psychology, Birmingham, UK 
https://www.bps.org.uk/events/conferences/division-academics-researchers-and-teachers-
psychology-inaugural-conference 
 
June 25 - 30 (see note above and contact Jacky Cranney to contribute to an ICOPE symposium) 
29th International Congress of Applied Psychology, Montreal, Canada 
www.icap2018.com 
 
August 9 - 12 
126th Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association, San Francisco, CA, USA 
www.apa.org/convention 
 
2019 
 
July (TBC)  
Vancouver International Conference on the Teaching of Psychology (VICToP)  
 
August 8 - 11 
127th Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association, Chicago, Illinois, USA 
www.apa.org/convention 
 
 

A Reminder of ICOPE Membership Benefits 
 

• Opportunities for INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS on research and education 
• Opportunities to PUBLISH in edited books as part of an ongoing contract with Cambridge 

Scholars Publishing, and in special issues of psychology education journals  
• Discounted registration for conferences specifically organised by ICOPE 
• Invitations to join proposed symposium sessions at future ICP conferences 
• Specific communication e.g. through the select ICOPE Inc. email listing 
• General communication e.g. through the broader PSYCHGLOBAL list-serve 
• Opportunities to become an ICOPE Inc. Committee member, and to contribute to 

conference/symposium organisation and publication editing 
• Other benefits as may be sourced/determined by the Committee. 

Membership is $20AUS per year for renewing members ($30AUS for new members).  
 
 

The next newsletter will be sent in early 2018 and I look forward to receiving your contributions. 
Please send details of relevant events and resources for the next newsletter to me by 30 December 

Jacqui Taylor (Newsletter Editor) jtaylor@bournemouth.ac.uk  
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ICOPE Conference 2018 
Psychology For All, All For Psychology: Enhancing Psycho-Vision & Psychological Literacy 

Across the World 
Dhaka University in Dhaka, Bangladesh 15th-18th February 2018 

 
 

Psychology is a relatively new discipline, but the age of scientific psychology is about hundred years 
or more in some countries. However, in many countries, the age of psychology is less than hundred 
years. Still in many societies, the subject matter of psychology is poorly understood, or even 
misunderstood, as in some places psychological topics are equated with mystery, magic, 
demonology--that is, supernatural forces, thought to be beyond the realm of science or philosophy. 
Due to such a poor conception of psychology in some parts of the world, the image of psychology is 
tainted with stigma, negative attitude, fear and anxiety. In such places, psychological literacy is still 
quite poor, even in the educated population. Despite such a faulty image of psychology as a 
discipline, the knowledge base or the storehouse of psychological information has grown 
tremendously, which is rather rich, and which has helped to generate many important areas of 
applied psychology in many countries of the world. Gvien this historical and cultural context it is an 
urgent necessity on the part of psychology educators to stock-take the state of our knowledge, 
practice and image, as well as the policy implications of the power of our psychology discipline—in 
our own country, region, continent, and the globe. In this context, for psychology educators, there are 
good reasons to meet together to describe and evaluate the professional issues and dimensions related 
to the status of psychology as a field of knowledge and practice. Moreover, we need to create some 
ground for accountability to our students and consumers – the general public, NGOs, governements, 
institutions and societies, who can benefit by change, as well as be positively influenced by the 
growing psychological knowledge and parallel growing psychological literacy, as we are make  our 
best effort for our discipline to grow further. Through this self-conscious conference on psychology 
itself, we the psychologists and psychology educators need to come up with new ideas—as to how 
we give our produced knowledge of psychology as a gift to our students and consumers, thus 
achieving the target theme of this unique psychology conference. 
Sub-themes and topics: 

• Image of psychology as a profession 
• Attitude towards psychology discipline 
• Attitude towards professional psychologists 
• Models of psychology: Current Crises and their resolution 
• Psychological literacy across population 
• Expectations of the psychology knowledge consumers from the psychologists professionals 
• Syllabus to impart target competence base in the teaching of psychology across different 

levels 
• Equivalence of psychology teaching across countries and continents 
• Research agenda for psychology in the 21st century 
• Indigenous vs. International Psychology 
• Psychology and public policy 
• Future of psychology 

The conference is being organised by ICOPE Chair Dr. Mohammad Mahmudur Rahman Department 
of Clinical Psychology, University of Dhaka; Phone: +88-01819-243979. 
We invite you to submit an abstract for presentation. Please send a 250 word abstract by 30 
November 2017 to mahmudrahman@yahoo.com; prof.dr.mahmudrahman@gmail.com 
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